MILTON MINOR HOCKEY REPRESENTATIVE FAIR PLAY POLICY FOR COACHES

1. Coaches will be reasonable when scheduling exhibition games and practices remembering that players have other interests and obligations.
2. Coaches will teach all players to play fairly and to respect the rules officials, opponents and teammates.
3. Coaches will ensure all players get equal instruction and equal support. All players will be given fair and equitable playing time during the regular season.
4. Coaches reserve the right to have a power play line and penalty kill line, once all players have been given a fair chance to participate, at Minor Peewee and up, as per Hockey Canada guidelines.
5. Goalie rotation, during the regular season, shall be alternating game by game unless otherwise agreed upon by the head coach and goalie parents. During playoffs, coaches may use the percentage ration 40-40-20 split rule.
6. When the game is under 5 minutes, Coaches have the right to shorten the bench in tight situations.
7. Coaches will remember that participants need a coach they can respect and will be generous with praise and set a good example.
8. Head coach is responsible for ensuring all bench staff are aware of and follow this fair play policy.
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